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Stardate 9810.25 USS Titan NCC-65265
Host AGMDave says: <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CSO_FAST says: ::rubbing neck on bridge::
CEO_Gabel says: ::in engineering looking over the damage reports on the outer hull, and sending crews to contain the hull breaches::
XOspencer says: ::standing on the bridge:: TO: Lets do a low level scan on the Wisconsin... see if you can get me a crew count...weapons...anything... FCO: Hail them please
CO-Sulla says: ::Sitting in center seat:: COM: Wisc: Good to hear from you--I thought that it would be a few weeks before we were relieved?
CIVJappic says: ::Rubs his head in pain:: That's going to leave a mark.
SO_Loren says: ::in quarters, meditating::
CSO_FAST says: CIV:: you okay?
CMO_Cerbe says: ::scanning each of the AT for injuries::
TAC_Morga says: XO: Aye ::begins low level scan::
FCO_Charn says: XO: Aye, sir! Hailing frequencies open
EO_Shevat says: ::in Engineering checking structural systems::
CIVJappic says: CSO: I hit my head pretty hard on the console.
CEO_Gabel says: EO: I would like a thorough report on the Damage to the outer hull
MOChiba says: ::tries to stay awake::
TAC_Morga says: XO: Appears to be standard Akira class.
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: You all right?
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Aye sir it will be a couple minutes
CSO_FAST says: CIV:: why don't we get you to a medic?
CEO_Gabel says: EO:Very well
MOChiba says: CMO: ::smiles:: no more than normal
CIVJappic says: CSO: I think that's a good idea.
EO_Shevat says: ::stays at his station and punches a few buttons::
XOspencer says: TO: Akira? CSO: check to see what kind of records the library has on them
CSO_FAST says: CIV: want me to come?
CMO_Cerbe says: ::he smiles back:: MO: Glad to hear it..
CSO_FAST says: XO::yes sir
CO-Sulla says: CTO: report the position of the Wisc
Host AGMDave says: ACTION: The only response from the Wisconsin is a couple of Quantum torpedoes fired at Titan.
CIVJappic says: CSO: You could stay on the bridge, I'll make it to the medic's office.
CMO_Cerbe says: All: Ok, who has an ache or pain to complain about and the first one to say the doctor gets a big needle where the sun don't shine..
TAC_Morga says: CO: Torps Coming in!!
FCO_Charn says: CO: engaging evasive maneuvers ::startled::
TAC_Morga says: ::raises shields, Red Alert::
CSO_FAST says: CIV: okay see ya later
MOChiba says: ::eeep needles..::
CMO_Cerbe says: All: On the other hand...
XOspencer says: All: red Alert
Host AGMDave says: ACTION: The torpedoes hit Engineering and do considerable damage.
SO_Loren says: ::leaves quarters, reports to battle bridge::
CO-Sulla says: FCO: evasive--CTO: Stand by to fire--but only on my command
CMO_Cerbe says: ::falls to the ground::
EO_Shevat says: ::After extensive search (looked at the screen) He finally gets the info::
CEO_Gabel says: :: flies across the room::
XOspencer says: CO: I am going to the battle bridge
EO_Shevat says: ::Hangs on to console::
TAC_Morga says: ::locks on phasers and torps::
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: with me to eng
FCO_Charn says: CO: I am trying to keep the ship out of their weapons range
XOspencer says: ::heads for the Battle bridge::
CSO_FAST says: SO:: to battle bridge
TAC_Morga says: CO: Weapons hot, and locked on sir.
SO_Loren says: ::powers up battle bridge::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::picks himself up, slaps his comm badge::
MOChiba says: ::gets knocked to ground and mutters:: I can find my way here on my own..heh
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir outer hull was at 76% now at 59%
CO-Sulla says: XO: Very well... FCO: Continue to evade TO: Return fire
CIVJappic says: ::Walks into turbo lift:: Computer: Sickbay.
XOspencer says: ::on her way :: *ALL* Causality report *CEO* Damage report
Host AGMDave says: ACTION: Wisconsin hails Titan.
MOChiba says: ::dusts self off::
CSO_FAST says: ALL: scanning the ship::
FCO_Charn says: CO: They are hailing us
TAC_Morga says: CO: Aye, firing. ::fires weapons::
CO-Sulla says: COM: WISC: Why are you shooting at US!!!!???
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir phasers down to 77%
TAC_Morga says: ::scans for damage to ship::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: Massive damage here in engineering we need help repairing it
XOspencer says: ::walks into the battle bridge to find the stations manned:: SO: Report
CMO_Cerbe says: Med Team: med team to engineering at once..
CSO_FAST says: XO: there are no life forms on the Wis. sir
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Aye sir I am on it
CIVJappic says: ::Gets out of turbolift and heads to sickbay::
SO_Loren says: XO:all systems nominal at this time. We are battle ready.
CEO_Gabel says: ::Runs to phaser control reroutes power to the phaser array, from the replicators::
Host AGMDave says: ACTION: The image that appears on the viewscreen is that of Fizer himself, smiling evilly.
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: you coming or are you just watching the show?
EO_Shevat says: ::rushes over to consoles one by one checking and repairing multiple systems::
FCO_Charn says: Self: What I imagined...
CSO_FAST says: CO:: there are no life sings from the Wis. sir.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::heads for the TL::
FCO_Charn says: ::stares at the screen::
CO-Sulla says: CSO: No life forms? ::sees Fizer on the screen:: What is the meaning of this??? Another one of your games?
XOspencer says: ::standing at the Tac station waiting for her crew to arrive::
MOChiba says: CMO: oops, hee...coming
MOChiba says: ::grabs med bag::
CIVJappic says: ::enters sickbay and sees that the doc is running::
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir outer hull damage increasing unknown why
TAC_Morga says: CO: Our weapons did no damage to the Wisconsin.
XOspencer says: ::looks up to see Fizer her heart falls:: CO: Do you have him on the viewer?
Host Fizer says: *Sulla*: Oh, please, Captain. Did you really think you could defeat me so easily?
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon> Jappic: Can I help you?
CO-Sulla says: TO: Hold fire--I don't think that the Wisc is really there...
CEO_Gabel says: EO: Sending repair teams to react the damage on deck 3, 4, 5, 9
CMO_Cerbe says: TL: Main Engineering
CSO_FAST says: TAC:: that's because it's not the Wisconsin it's one of Fizers things.
TAC_Morga says: CO: Aye, but all systems indicate a vessel.
CIVJappic says: <Hanlon>: I have a really bad headache and a slight cut to my forehead.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::a med team rush past Hanlon and Jappic::
FCO_Charn says: ::wonders if taking the ship to max warp would help in this situation::
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Aye sir I'll get a few to assist
XOspencer says: ::readies torpedoes:: SO: See if you can get his location
CO-Sulla says: *Fizer*: No--but I wasn't trying to defeat you--only play your silly game... what do you want now?
MOChiba says: ::tries to hurry without running (that'd look bad)::
SO_Loren says: XO: Attempting to do so.
TAC_Morga says: ::scans for location of Fizer::
EO_Shevat says: ::gathers multiple men into 2 groups including himself and heads to deck 5::
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon> Jappic: If you will just sit yourself over there, I shall be with you in one moment..
XOspencer says: Computer: seal off damage sections of the ship <computer>: activated and sealed
TAC_Morga says: ::keeps weapons locked on 'Wisconsin'::
CSO_FAST says: ::scans the Titan and Wis. for any abnormalities.::
CO-Sulla says: CSO<whisper>: See if you can locate this maniac before he kills us
CMO_Cerbe says: ::the TL arrives at main engineering, the doors only open slightly::
EO_Shevat says: TL: deck 5
CIVJappic says: <Hanlon>: Ok. ::Walks towards the bed and sits at the corner of it.::
CSO_FAST says: ::nods
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: give me a hand here..
CEO_Gabel says: *BRIDGE* We are experiencing a warp core drain, estimated 2 hours until complete power loss.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus tries to force the door open::
SO_Loren says: XO: I cannot locate any life form out there with certainty.
EO_Shevat says: ::the turbo lift opens at deck 5 Shevat and men pour out::
MOChiba says: Cmo: All right ::begins to clap but then realizes that this isn't the time or place::
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* Cause of the drain?
XOspencer says: SO: Did you scan the planet? The ship?
Host Fizer says: *Sulla*: I decided it might be fun to play on a level that you could relate to. You know, something a little more personal to you for motivation.
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* Unknown, Sir
MOChiba says: ::helps CMO s attempt to open door::
TAC_Morga says: CO: Reading tacyon fluctuations, 135 mark 6.
SO_Loren says: XO: The ship, attempting to find Fizer. I cannot. I shall now scan the planet.
XOspencer says: *CSO* Are you getting any readings on Fizer?
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Hanlon walks over to Jappic with a trolley::
CO-Sulla says: *Fizer*: Really--and what did we do to deserve the honor of your attention--and what do we have to do to win THIS game?
FCO_Charn says: CO: The Wisconsin is just in front of us, sir
CMO_Cerbe says: ::the door opens slowly, and Cerberus steps through::
CSO_FAST says: ::sends some info to so:: *XO* My scans are almost finished ma'ma.
MOChiba says: ::follows the CMO::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir there is massive damage on deck 5 how are the other decks??
CEO_Gabel says: CMO: Help my staff
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon> Jappic: So, how did you get the cut?
CO-Sulla says: FCO: Acknowledged--TO: Lock weapons on the Wisc bridge
TAC_Morga says: CO: Wisconsin now directly in front sir 0 mark 0. All scans indicate Akira class vessel.
CMO_Cerbe says: CEO: That's why I'm here
CEO_Gabel says: EO: other decks are decaying slowly
CO-Sulla says: TO; Acknowledged
TAC_Morga says: CO: Ready on your orders sir.
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: get to it, show them what you can do..
CEO_Gabel says: CMO: good to hear that
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Decaying also?
SO_Loren says: XO: I have a suggestion as to how we can determine whether it really is the Wisconsin. Let us transmit the Wisconsin's bridge access codes to see if we can affect its shields.
XOspencer says: ::sensors still indicate a real ship:: *CO* Fire sir?
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* yes but at a slower rate
CO-Sulla says: TO: Fire and keep firing until we get a result
FCO_Charn says: *CEO* Do we have warp online?
MOChiba says: CMO: all righty
CIVJappic says: <Hanlon>: Well, when we reappeared on the ship, when the captain beat Fizer we all came back and I was off balance and hit my head on the science console.
MOChiba says: ::gets to check on peoples::
CSO_FAST says: CO:: sir I am unable to pick him up.
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir I have an idea on how to stop or slow this decay down
TAC_Morga says: ::fires for effect:: CO: Firing
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus takes out his tricorder and starts discerning who is the most critical::
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* Yes, but only up to warp 1.5
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Wisconsin lays out a spread of QTs
XOspencer says: ::fires on the Wisconsin her link to the bridge broken::
TAC_Morga says: ALL: Incoming!
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* or we risk loss of life support
FCO_Charn says: *CEO* Do whatever it takes, we will need more than that to get out of here...
EO_Shevat says: ::waits impatiently for CEO's response::
CO-Sulla says: FCO: Continue evasive try and get us behind the Wisc--TO: fire torpedoes, as well
TAC_Morga says: ::attempts to detonate torps with phasers::
CSO_FAST says: CO: Wis. is at warp
FCO_Charn says: CO: Aye, sir!
TAC_Morga says: <phasers even>
MOChiba says: ::continues treating peoples::
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* Please repeat you are breaking up
CO-Sulla says: CSO: Acknowledged--FCO: Can we follow?
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* Aye
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* I believe I can slow down or stop the decay
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Hanlon picks up an instruments, runs a beam over the cut on Jappics head which heals instantly. She the picks up a hypo and injects him in the neck::
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon>
FCO_Charn says: CO: At warp 1.5, sir... I am trying
TAC_Morga says: CO: Our torpedoes tracking still sir.
CIVJappic says: ::Begins to feel better with Hanlon's remedy::
FCO_Charn says: ::takes the Titan after the Wisconsin::
CMO_Cerbe says: <Hanlon> Jappic: That should see you through
TAC_Morga says: ::keeps weapons lock on Wis. ::
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* try it, but be careful the ship is to weak to handle much strain
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Wisconsin stops and spins around in an impossible maneuver and fires phasers.
FCO_Charn says: *CEO* Please keep me informed if we can go any faster, or if any trouble arises at our current speed
CSO_FAST says: CO: this might be interesting sir. There is NO Wis. in SF and the ship is operating on its own
CO-Sulla says: FCO: very well... *CEO* Damage report? Can we maintain warp?
CIVJappic says: <Hanlon>: Thank you doctor..
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
FCO_Charn says: CO: Trying to evade the phaser fire, sir
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus comes across a number of casualties, but none are serious::
CO-Sulla says: FCO: Good
XOspencer says: ::set the ship's deflector dish to put out fake sensor signals..::
TAC_Morga says: ::modulates shields accordingly:: CO: There is no way that ship should be able to do that.
EO_Shevat says: Phillips: Set up a force field.
FCO_Charn says: ::engages pattern omega-2:: CO: With limited speed this is difficult...
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* we can maintain warp for only a few minutes at warp 1.5
CMO_Cerbe says: ::The med team arrives from sick bay..::
CO-Sulla says: TO: I know--but does it surprise you that he cheats?
EO_Shevat says: <Phillips> EO: Aye
CMO_Cerbe says: MedTeam: Lets start moving these people to sick bay..
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* Acknowledged
CMO_Cerbe says: CEO: How bad is the damage?
TAC_Morga says: CO: Not at all.
CIVJappic says: CMO: Do you require any help?
EO_Shevat says: <Phillips>::punches a few buttons on the nearby console::
XOspencer says: *CO*Options sir... I am sorry but I have come up blank.. I did try and set the ship's deflector dish to put out fake sensor signals... let's see if we can lose him
MOChiba says: ::helps direct the med team...::
CMO_Cerbe says: Jappic: Where did you come from?
EO_Shevat says: <Phillips>EO: complete
TAC_Morga says: CO: We are falling back from Wis. Suggest we leave, warp sir. We aren't gaining an advantage, and phasers are useless at this speed.
CIVJappic says: CMO: Hanlon repaired my cut.
FCO_Charn says: ::fingers move fast over her console::
EO_Shevat says: Phillips: Good now fill the infected area with antimatter
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* Progress report
CO-Sulla says: *XO* We can't run away with our damage... perhaps... we should surrender TO: Very well. FCO--take us to impulse, continue evasive action
CMO_Cerbe says: Jappic: Good job I see, well, seeing as you are here and offering, you can help get the injured to sickbay..
EO_Shevat says: <Phillips> EO: what?!
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Wisconsin maneuvers to gain height on Titan, but is having a tough time of it. It fires phasers again.
XOspencer says: *CO* Surrender sir???
FCO_Charn says: CO: Slowing to impulse, sir ::inputs the commands in her console::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir I am almost complete with my test
CSO_FAST says: ::scanning records:: CO:: SIR I just checked the banks. there is no Wis. in Starfleet.
CIVJappic says: CMO: Ok. ::Helps with the injured::
TAC_Morga says: ::readies spread of torps and fires at Wis. bridge::
CMO_Cerbe says: CEO: How bad is the damage Gable?
TAC_Morga says: CO: Shields down to 67%
EO_Shevat says: Phillips: do it!
XOspencer says: SO: I am going to the bridge.... ::heads out:: SO: You have the battle bridge
MOChiba says: ::argues with a med team member:: I said take him, NOW!
FCO_Charn says: CO: Still evading the Wisconsin's phaser...
CO-Sulla says: *XO* Not play the game, XO... perhaps he will leave us alone. he can obviously destroy us any time he wants
CEO_Gabel says: CMO: Bad and getting worst
TAC_Morga says: CO: Torps impacting, moderate damage to Wis.
SO_Loren says: xo: acknowledged
XOspencer says: ::on her way ::*CO* Sensors indicate the Wisconsin is real, yet I can detect no life signs on board. If it is real, we can access its bridge access codes from our computer, transmit them, and get the Wisconsin to lower its shields.
CO-Sulla says: TO: Keep firing--try to take out his maneuver capability
TAC_Morga says: ::shifts aim to impulse engines and maneuver systems::
CO-Sulla says: *XO* Is there such a ship as the Wisc.. and do we have the necessary codes?
XOspencer says: ::in the TL stepping onto the bridge::
TAC_Morga says: CO: Aye sir, firing at will.
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* Warp 3 capable
CMO_Cerbe says: CEO: any radiation leaks?
Host Fizer says: ACTION: The Wisconsin is able to evade most or Titan's fire and takes little damage. Fizer fires again, hitting Titan's sensors.
XOspencer says: CO: No I find no records sir....
TAC_Morga says: ::continues to fire all weapons::
XOspencer says: CO: I think it is time to find out for sure.
CIVJappic says: Injured Officer: Common now, every thing will be all right.
CO-Sulla says: XO: then I doubt your plan will work... but try it, what do we have to lose?
CEO_Gabel says: CMO: Radiation leaks, No
TAC_Morga says: CO: Wis. taking little damage sir. They are just too maneuverable. We can't do this with just brute force.
FCO_Charn says: ::running level 2 diagnostic in nav sensors, to check for possible damage::
EO_Shevat says: <Phillips>EO: anti-matter and matter when combined cause an explosion
CMO_Cerbe says: CEO: If there is any, I WANT TO KNOW....
MOChiba says: ::continues taking care of the peoples::
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: Status report??
CO-Sulla says: TO: Suggestions?
CEO_Gabel says: *XO* We are venting dry plasma
SO_Loren says: *xo*: Orders, sir?
XOspencer says: CO: Well it is worth a shot sir ::she knows it is lame but they need to try it::
CEO_Gabel says: CMO: Aye
EO_Shevat says: Phillips: I know but there is no matter in the area there is a force field around the walls.
XOspencer says: *SO* Try the plan we talked about
CSO_FAST says: CO:SIR there is no Wis. in Star Fleet.
TAC_Morga says: CO: I think the Akira's had a structural weakness around the saucer connection point. Suggest we maneuver to put stress and max time on target on that point.
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Wisconsin spins around behind Titan and disappears.
EO_Shevat says: <Phillips>EO: All right whatever you say
XOspencer says: *CEO* Well take care of it.... don't bother me with details only you can fix
SO_Loren says: *xo*: at once.
CIVJappic says: MO: What happened to these people?
MOChiba says: CMO: No casualties on my end, but several major injuries which have been treated and minor ones were sent down to sick bay to get looked at there
FCO_Charn says: CO: Wisconsin is out of our sensors... looks like it disappeared
TAC_Morga says: CO: Wisconsin has disappeared.
EO_Shevat says: Phillips: good
SO_Loren says: ::accesses Wisconsin's bridge access codes and prepares to transmit::
CSO_FAST says: CO: the ship has no lifesigns and I am making a hypothesis that Fizer is the ship.
CO-Sulla says: TO: ... He's gone?
CEO_Gabel says: ::begins to contain the plasma leak::
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: Ok, You make your way to sick bay, take charge until I return... Do what must be done
CO-Sulla says: FCO: All stop, TO: Stand by weapons
MOChiba says: CIV: Well, I'm not too sure how the engineers would term it, but they more or less had something blow up on them
TAC_Morga says: ::attempts to locate Wis.:: CO: Aye sir, but LRS have taken a hit, we may just not be able to see him if he went to warp.
MOChiba says: CMO: I'm on it
FCO_Charn says: CO: Aye, sir, full stop
SO_Loren says: *XO: I am ready to transmit if the Wisconsin reappears.
XOspencer says: CO:We could ram the Wisconsin... you think it will still be there......
MOChiba says: ::gathers contents of med bag and heads to TL::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::starts to put together a number of anti radiation hypos::
XOspencer says: CO: What I mean is.... is it there?
EO_Shevat says: ::As the anti-matter is injected it fills the empty space and engulfs the particles causing tiny explosions completely ending the decay::
MOChiba says: ::enters TL and heads to SB::
CMO_Cerbe says: *XO* Any casualties on the bridge?
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir I have found how to stop the decay
TAC_Morga says: ::asses damage to Titan:: CO: Shields at 54%, LRS at partial strength, 67% effective. Major damage to engineering, Warp of online.
XOspencer says: *CMO* No.
CEO_Gabel says: ::sweat pours off of his brow as the heat in ME increases::
XOspencer says: *SO* Try it...
CIVJappic says: ::Still in sickbay with a bunch of injured officers::
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* ::breaths in:: Then do it ::exhales::
CO-Sulla says: XO: No--let's see what happens next--FCO: Get us out of this area--back towards the UFP
CEO_Gabel says: ::begins to repair the leak once again::
FCO_Charn says: CO: Aye, sir!
MOChiba says: ::enters sickbay and attends to the minor injuries::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::walks over to the CEO::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* already done I will tell all the other groups to do the same and then come down to help you
TAC_Morga says: CO: Phasers at 87%, and we've still got 145 torps, 120 photon 25 QT
FCO_Charn says: ::inputs course and speed::
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* Good job!
XOspencer says: CO: Ok Sir.... ::she pulls at her collar ... turning pale::
FCO_Charn says: CO: Engaging, sir
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* thank you sir
CIVJappic says: MO: You're finally here, I thought I was going to be here with these handicaps for a long time.
CSO_FAST says: *SO* can you pick out any ANY weakness at all?
CO-Sulla says: TO: Acknowledged
SO_Loren says: *CSO* No.
MOChiba says: CIV: I had to tend to the more serious injuries first
Host Fizer says: ACTION: The Wisconsin appears literally 10 meters above Titan and upside down.
EO_Shevat says: ::Shevat signals the other groups and then heads to Engineering::
CEO_Gabel says: ::stands up, and walks over to the Jeffrey's tube, grabs his tools and jumps in::
CSO_FAST says: *SO* darn Potok. thanks anyway Loren
CMO_Cerbe says: CEO: Put this hypo in your pocket, if you have a rad leak, one injection for you and your team...understood?
FCO_Charn says: ::startled at her sensors readings:: CO: The Wisconsin is above us!
MOChiba says: ::checks the diagnosis of a nearby patient::
CO-Sulla says: ::thinking, maybe if we ignore him he will go away, sees the Wisc:: Well so much for that idea
TAC_Morga says: CO: Wis. directly above us inside shield envelope!!
CEO_Gabel says: CMO: understood
EO_Shevat says: TL: Engineering
FCO_Charn says: CO: Trying to take the ship away from the Wisconsin
CO-Sulla says: TO: FIRE, FCO Y minus 180, full impulse
CEO_Gabel says: :: turns away form the CMO and begins to craw into the tube::
TAC_Morga says: ::firing ::
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Wisconsin matches every Titan move as if it were attached.
CIVJappic says: ::Helps put the injured on the beds::
MOChiba says: ::motions a med personal to get her more medication-stuff::
EO_Shevat says: ::As Shevat heads down in the TL he thinks of how to solve the problem::
XOspencer says: ::looking at the Captain:: well something has to work
CO-Sulla says: FCO: All stop.
TAC_Morga says: CO: They are matching our every move. Looks like Fizer is playing again.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Grabs his kit and heads for the TL::
FCO_Charn says: CO: Yes, sir! ::takes the ship straight down and stops::
TAC_Morga says: CO: Should I hold fire?
CO-Sulla says: TO, XO: Could we beam anyone aboard or send a shuttle? TO: Hold fire
XOspencer says: CO: how about trying a polaric pulse through the phaser relays? ::goes to a console:: ::stops as he speaks to her::
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Wisconsin breaks off and maneuvers in front of Titan.
EO_Shevat says: ::Shevat finally enters engineering and call for Gabel:: CEO: Sir! Where are you?
CEO_Gabel says: ::Crawling almost directly next to the matter injectors, he presses on through the tight quarters of the Jeffrey's tube::
FCO_Charn says: CO: The Wisconsin has moved in front of us
TAC_Morga says: CO: Wisconsin moving directly ahead.
XOspencer says: CO: beam aboard sir? yes we can do that
CMO_Cerbe says: TL: Sick Bay..
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* I am in Jeffrey's tube 3
CO-Sulla says: XO: Then send a boarding party--enviro suits and heavily armed
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir shall I enter and "give you a hand"?
CSO_FAST says: ::scans again to no prevail::
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* Not Necessary, hold down ME
XOspencer says: CO: Yes Sir CSO: TO: to the tr.. now
TAC_Morga says: CO: Transporters will not function, the Wisconsin has its shields raised.
CMO_Cerbe says: :arrives at sick bay::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: How are we doing?
TAC_Morga says: XO: Aye.
CIVJappic says: MO: There. All the injured have been attended to and sat down on the beds.
XOspencer says: ::taking the TO and CSO they arrive in the TR all equipped and standing on the pads::
EO_Shevat says: ::checks systems in Engineering::
MOChiba says: CMO:: Alles gute, chief...nothing too serious here
CSO_FAST says: ::scans trying to find SOMETHING ::
CEO_Gabel says: ::Stops and spots the problem, a faulty bio-jell pack::
CO-Sulla says: TO: I thought they were inside the shield envelope--but I guess they maneuvered away, hmmm
TAC_Morga says: *Ensign Jeron to Tactical::
FCO_Charn says: *XO* I am ready to transport you into the Wisconsin, sir
CSO_FAST says: ::in tr::
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: That's good to hear..
SO_Loren says: XO : If it is a star fleet ship, even a pretend ship, then it has access codes .
XOspencer says: *FCO* Now...
CEO_Gabel says: ::Begins to sweat profusely::
FCO_Charn says: CO: The AT is ready and waiting
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* lower the temperature
CO-Sulla says: COM: Fizer: What is the object of this game--other than to allow you to show off?
CO-Sulla says: *AT* Stand by
CSO_FAST says: ::likes the feel of a rifle::
SO_Loren says: CO: sensors are picking up a mild flux in the plasma vents of Wisconsin.
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir there appears to be a warp core fluctuation
TAC_Morga says: XO: We can't make it right now. The Wis. has its shields up.
CIVJappic says: CMO: Hello Moras.
TAC_Morga says: ::Checks over phaser rifle and EVA suit::
XOspencer says: *FCO*what is the problem?
CEO_Gabel says: ::reaching into his toolbox, he grabs a hyper-wrench::
CMO_Cerbe says: Jappic: Mr.... Jappic is it?
CO-Sulla says: SO: Details?
Host Fizer says: *Sulla*: Well, I will admit, Captain, I expected you to be more of a challenge.
FCO_Charn says: *XO* The CO is ordering you to stand by, the Wisconsin has it shields up
MOChiba says: ::more monitoring of patients::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir??
CIVJappic says: CMO: Yanis Jappic.
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* hold on, tell me if they stabilize
CO-Sulla says: *Fizer* nothing is a challenge if YOU cheat
CIVJappic says: CMO: You could call me Yanis.
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
CMO_Cerbe says: Jappic: Thank you for your help... Yanis
XOspencer says: ::looking at the TO and CSO::
EO_Shevat says: ::looks at read-outs on the screen::
TAC_Morga says: XO and CSO: Are you checked out on the type three phaser?
CSO_FAST says: *SO* hay Loren see if you can make the Wis. shields come down.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::cautious, he knew a Cardassian was aboard, just hadn't really met him before::
CEO_Gabel says: :: he removes the jell pack and begins to cross-connect some wires and bypass some safe guards::
CSO_FAST says: XO:; yes sir.
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* how is that
Host Fizer says: *Sulla*: Me? Cheat? I'm just using every available resource I have. Would you not do the same?
EO_Shevat says: ::looks at warp core an at read-outs::
CIVJappic says: CMO: I was in the neighborhood so I decided to help. I can't really do any paintings right now because of all the rattling on board.
SO_Loren says: *CSO*Aye, sir.
XOspencer says: ::low whisper::*CO* Do you think sir if we separated the saucer section... maybe he would be distracted by the two of us
CSO_FAST says: XO:: do you have a Tricorder of your own?
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Still fluctuating sir
SO_Loren says: ::transmits access codes, which on all star ships, lowers the shields of the other star ship::
CMO_Cerbe says: CIV: Well, the extra pair of hands is a help
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* It appears to be pushing harder for some reason like we were going at warp
TAC_Morga says: ::looks over at XO, and rubs arm remember something::
XOspencer says: ::looking at the cso:: Yes fast I have a tricorder... ::small smile::
SO_Loren says: CO: the shield area around the Wisconsin plasma vents has weakened.
CIVJappic says: CMO: I'm glad to be of your assistance.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::He looks around sick bay, all is calm. The number of casualties is fewer than he feared::
CO-Sulla says: *Fizer* There seems to be quite a difference in resource levels here--we cannot match you capabilities and I see no reason to extend this unpleasantness. if we beat you, you will only start another game
CO-Sulla says: SO; Acknowledged
FCO_Charn says: CO: ::whispers:: do you think we can transport the AT now?
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Fizer looks down at a console in surprise as the Wisconsin's shields fall.
CMO_Cerbe says: CIV: If you'll excuse me..
CO-Sulla says: FCO:<w> Do it
MOChiba says: ::hums under breath as she tends to the peoples::
FCO_Charn says: ::beams the AT into the Wisconsin::
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* We have to shut down the warp core, immediately
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Heads to his office::
XOspencer says: *FCO* Now...... transport !
CIVJappic says: ::Allows the Chief Medical Officer to pass::
TAC_Morga says: @:::materializes on Wis. bridge::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir it is pushing harder
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* Do so--TO: target Wisc engines and fire
EO_Shevat says: ::Shevat starts to get a little "worried"::
TAC_Morga says: @:::looks around and sees Fizer, aims phaser and fires::
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir?!
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* Shut the warp core down, NOW
CIVJappic says: MO: Good day Selenity.
XOspencer says: @::arrives on the Wisconsin:: TO: You go that way :;points to the left CSO: you are with me.
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
FCO_Charn says: *CEO* Does this mean that we have no warp capability? ::frowns::
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Fizer throws his staff towards the AT and it explodes in a large wall of flame.
EO_Shevat says: ::walks over to a console and tries to shut down warp core
MOChiba says: CIV: ::smiles:: Hello...ah I never caught your name...?
CSO_FAST says: ::ducks::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus hears through gossip that an AT has left the ship::
TAC_Morga says: @::startled by flames, but as he is wearing a EV suit, rolls and fires again::
CIVJappic says: MO: Its Yanis. Yanis Jappic.
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* Right now I am not in ME, but we do not have warp as of now
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir it will not shut down shall I do a positive block of anti-matter?
XOspencer says: @::thrown to the floor by the wall of fire:: ALL: Get over by the wall!
CMO_Cerbe says: *XO* Sir, has someone dispatched an AT?
MOChiba says: CIV: ::extends hand:: pardon the mess here :)
FCO_Charn says: *CEO* All right, but please get it back...
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir?
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* cool, it down
TAC_Morga says: @XO: Flank to the right, I'll go left, watch for cross fire!
XOspencer says: @::she does a duck and roll getting her weapon ready::
SO_Loren says: CO: Should I institute an energy-dampening field on the Wisconsin, sir?
CSO_FAST says: @xo: yes sir. if I can get to a science counsel I might be able to activate intruder alert.
Host Fizer says: *Sulla*::turns back to the viewscreen::Now that is cheating, Captain! ::face screwed up in rage::
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* send in coolant, and stop the anti-matter in its tracks
CMO_Cerbe says: *CO* has someone dispatched an AT sir?
CIVJappic says: MO: ::accepts hand:: It's okay. Although it should have been done more efficiently.
XOspencer says: @::nods at Morgan:: FAST: are you all right?
CO-Sulla says: <TO>::fires phasers at Wisc engines to disable the ship
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
TAC_Morga says: @:: begins shooting out consoles on Wisconsin bridge::
CSO_FAST says: @XO: yes sir.
CSO_FAST says: @XO: I think we PO him.
XOspencer says: @::looks at fast:: are you crazy do not touch that science console!
EO_Shevat says: ::sends in the coolant to stop the anti-matter, but it doesn't work::
TAC_Morga says: @XO, CSO: Try to hit critical systems, disable the bridge.
TAC_Morga says: @:: blows up the tactical station on Wis.::
CSO_FAST says: @XO:: yes sir sorry sir.
MOChiba says: CIV:: maintains the sile:: well, we just do what we can here
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Sir the anti-matter ate away at the coolant, I don't know how.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus gets up out of his chair and walks out of his office::
Host Fizer says: ACTION: One of Wisconsin's nacelles explodes.
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* okay hold on I am heading back
CIVJappic says: MO: I see. Well I'd like to enjoy our little talk but I have other matters to attend to.
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: Do you know if an AT has been sent off this ship.?
TAC_Morga says: @:: throws photon grenade at flight control:: ALL: Fire in the hole!
CO-Sulla says: FCO: maneuver us aft of the Wisc
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* We can't stop the flow of anti-matter, we have to eject the core
XOspencer says: @::nods at fast:: CSO: It is all right.. do what Morgan said.. get me into the system now
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* Eject the core
FCO_Charn says: CO: Aye, sir!
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* Eject the core!!!
EO_Shevat says: *CEO* Aye sir
FCO_Charn says: ::takes the Titan at impulse behind the Wisconsin::
CEO_Gabel says: :: jumps out of the Jeffrey's tube and walks over to the EO
CSO_FAST says: @XO: okay sir.::tries to open a system spec with the tricorder.
EO_Shevat says: ::Shevat pushes the buttons and ejects the core::
EO_Shevat says: CEO: it worked
Host Fizer says: ACTION: The flames disappear on Wisconsin's bridge, and Fizer is gone. Explosions sound all over the ship.
CMO_Cerbe says: MO: I asked you a question Ens..
CSO_FAST says: ::pushes some buttons::
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* we have ejected the core.
CSO_FAST says: @TO: what was that?
EO_Shevat says: CEO: finally something worked
XOspencer says: @Going to a console her phaser at check she swiftly tries to get into the system ALL: Any luck? ::she looks at them::
FCO_Charn says: CO: I have a lock on the AT... I think we should beam them back
CIVJappic says: MO: Have a good day.
TAC_Morga says: @ XO: Sounds like we may have overstayed our welcome.
FCO_Charn says: *CEO* Acknowledged, Gabel ::sighs::
CO-Sulla says: *XO* We are ejecting the core to avoid a breach--return to the ship FCO: beam back the AT
MOChiba says: CMO: No I don't...
CIVJappic says: ::Walks out of sickbay and heads to turbolift.::
FCO_Charn says: CO: Aye, sir. ::pushes buttons to beam the AT back::
XOspencer says: @*CO* Nothing is working over here.. beam us back sir!
TAC_Morga says: @CSO: I'd say Titan just blew a large hole in the Wis.
CSO_FAST says: @XO: some I just cracked into SCI station.
CMO_Cerbe says: *CO* Captain, has an away team been dispatched???
CEO_Gabel says: *EO* I have a theory on how to get a new warp core
CSO_FAST says: @XO: buts its all dead.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir how now will we get to a Starbase?
CSO_FAST says: ::tries to crack the Tac codes. smells smoke,.:: @XO: ahh sir we're gonna blow. in 2 mins.
CO-Sulla says: FCO: Move us clear of the core explosion zone--best speed as soon as the AT is back, <TO> Full shields as soon as beaming is complete
TAC_Morga says: @XO: Recommend we get the h@ll out of here.
CIVJappic says: ::Enters turbolift:: Computer: Deck four.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Please share your wisdom
XOspencer says: ::Back on the ship.. she races to the TL and onto the bridge:: ALL: report.... CO: Any luck?
Host Fizer says: ACTION: A series of internal explosions occur on Wisconsin.
CEO_Gabel says: EO: Get a few holo addmitters and set them up around the Core hulster
FCO_Charn says: CO: ::checks her console:: the AT is back... Taking the ship out of here at full impulse, sir
EO_Shevat says: CEO:Aye sir
TAC_Morga says: ::back on Titan, runs for bridge, in full EVA suit::
CO-Sulla says: XO: your guess is as good as mine
EO_Shevat says: ::rushes over to get holo-admitters
CEO_Gabel says: EO: then we will vent the matter and antimatter thought a hologram
CMO_Cerbe says: Computer: Computer, locate the CO or XO..
EO_Shevat says: CEO: good idea
TAC_Morga says: ::arrives on bridge and takes over tactical::
CSO_FAST says: ::runs to bridge in eva.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Ready sir
CO-Sulla says: <TO> raises and reinforces shields as much as possible w/o warp power::
CIVJappic says: ::Exits turbo lift and heads toward section 21, his quarters::
SO_Loren says: XO: The Wisconsin is experiencing explosions, but I can't guarantee they are real.
CSO_FAST says: ::takes the science station::
XOspencer says: ::standing there she peels off her suit:: CO: I have not a clue sir ::she frowns::
CEO_Gabel says: Computer: Activate hologram warp core 1
TAC_Morga says: CO: Wis. about to blow <said in muffled voice of EVA helmet>
CMO_Cerbe says: MO; Sick bay is yours...
CEO_Gabel says: <computer> activated
SO_Loren says: XO: Wisconsin is about to explode.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus leaves sick bay and heads for a TL::
XOspencer says: SO: Lets hope so.... Keep it monitored
CO-Sulla says: ::hoping that we can get clear, edging forward in seat--would get and push if I could::
MOChiba says: CMO: Joy...heh
CEO_Gabel says: EO: we now have a new warp core
TAC_Morga says: CO: Now at 67000km and increasing.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: I'll get it working
CSO_FAST says: SO: ohh they are according to this::taps Tri:: it's really real. it'll blow in a minute.
CO-Sulla says: TO: acknowledged
CMO_Cerbe says: TL: Bridge..
EO_Shevat says: ::rushes over to a station and turns on the warp core::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: all we have to do is vent the matter and anti-matter
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir it is now operational
Host Fizer says: ACTION: The Wisconsin, instead of exploding, just winks out of existence.
CEO_Gabel says: *Bridge* we now have a new warp core
CO-Sulla says: ::whew::
TAC_Morga says: CO: We might be able use of shields to make an envelopment of the Wis., and... never mind.
SO_Loren says: XO: The Wisconsin is gone again.
FCO_Charn says: CO: Engaging warp now!
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* What?
XOspencer says: FCO: Get us out of here!
EO_Shevat says: CEO: I hope this works
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* I will explain later
CIVJappic says: ::Enters his quarters and walks towards the replicator::
MOChiba says: ::monitors the sick bay. Finding nothing really to do, she resumes her whistling and gets out material to send a letter home::
CMO_Cerbe says: ::arrives on the bridge, and steps out of the TL::
CSO_FAST says: XO::sir no Kaboom just gone. scanning for anything else.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::looks around::
TAC_Morga says: ::scans with what systems he can use, yanks off helmet and gloves cause they are getting annoying::
SO_Loren says: ::returns to battle bridge::
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* Where did the core come from?
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* It is a hologram
Host Fizer says: ACTION: Fizer's voice can be heard throughout Titan, laughing.
XOspencer says: CSO: Gone. Good.. can you detect any energy readings where they were?
TAC_Morga says: CO: No sign of Wis. sir.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: it just might not work
CIVJappic says: Computer: A small glass of Kanar.
FCO_Charn says: ::startled at hearing Fizer's laugh::
Host Fizer says: ALL: your ships will all burn as my evil has returned!
CSO_FAST says: XO: none sir. can you hear that?
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir what was that?
CMO_Cerbe says: ::looks around to see where the voice came from::
TAC_Morga says: ::thinks he'd like to put a fist in Fizer's face::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: make it work a hologram should work just as good as the real thing
CO-Sulla says: FCO: All stop... CSO: Scan for anything weird :;hears the laugh, really starting to hate this guy::
XOspencer says: ::frowns as she hears Fizer she kicks the suit she just dropped out of the way::
FCO_Charn says: CO: All stop, sir
CIVJappic says: ::Hears a voice::
CSO_FAST says: CO: doing so sir,
EO_Shevat says: CEO: can't just really tell with a warp core
CO-Sulla says: TO/FCO: Acknowledged
XOspencer says: TO: IS he on the ship??
TAC_Morga says: ::attempts to locate source of Fizers voice::
CSO_FAST says: Fizer:: I wish you would just shut up and leave us alone.
CIVJappic says: ::Glass of Kanar materializes in replicator::
MOChiba says: :: a familiar voice interrupts her moments of reflection::
XOspencer says: ::goes over to Tac:: TO: well... can you locate him?
TAC_Morga says: XO: Attempting to find out, ::puts ship on intruder alert just in case::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: you can never tell with a warp core, but these specs were created by me and I trust my designs
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir did you hear a voice?
CIVJappic says: ::Taps his combadge::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: aye
CIVJappic says: *MO*: Did you hear that?
CEO_Gabel says: EO: eary
CSO_FAST says: XO:: no energy no nothing Iam beginning to hate this guy.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: If you say so may I look at them, not that I don't trust you
XOspencer says: CSO: Please do not talk to Fizer...as he is not here..on the bridge.. and even when he is.... do you understand?
CO-Sulla says: FCO: Lets get out of here-- I am really getting tired of this... CSO: Is our old warp core still out there, or did it blow up?
TAC_Morga says: XO: Well seeing how we've never been able to so far, I continue to have the same success rate. I don't think he is here at least coporeally.
MOChiba says: *CIV* The voice right..? Yeah
CEO_Gabel says: :: hands the specs to the EO::
FCO_Charn says: CO: Aye, sir *CEO* Do we have warp online? I'm engaging at full impulse now
EO_Shevat says: CEO: eerie? How?
XOspencer says: ::puts her hand on the TO shoulder:: TO: anything?
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Thank you
CEO_Gabel says: *FCO* we do
CIVJappic says: *MO* Was it the voice of that wizard guy?
EO_Shevat says: ::looks over the specs::
CSO_FAST says: XO:: yes sir. just talking to my self
FCO_Charn says: CO: We can go to warp now, sir
SO_Loren says: *CiV* Do you have any additional information that would help us, based on your research on this life form?
MOChiba says: *CIV* yes...
XOspencer says: CSO: well Stifle it please.
CEO_Gabel says: EO: they are actually specs that I modified from the next class starship
TAC_Morga says: XO: So far, the security teams haven't turned up anything, and sensors are still a little scrambled.
CSO_FAST says: XO: SIR! another ship is on LRS its Federation signature.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Interesting, Yes I agree it should work
XOspencer says: TO: Suggestions.... Phaser... photon spread... Out there.. ::she waves::
CO-Sulla says: FCO: With a holo warp core? I am not sure I trust it. let's see if we can find the old one--if it didn't blow up
FCO_Charn says: ::startled at CSO's comment, checks her sensors::
CMO_Cerbe says: That's a relief, He has a terrible voice...
CIVJappic says: *SO* I will access my data files to see.
TAC_Morga says: ::thinks oh great, The Return of Fizer::
CO-Sulla says: CSO; Full scan--report!
XOspencer says: ALL: Identify that ship.!
TAC_Morga says: ::scans new ship::
FCO_Charn says: CO: Should we turn around? or hail the new ship?
CEO_Gabel says: EO: place a force field around the core just to be safe
SO_Loren says: *CIV* Thank you. Speed is of the essence.
CO-Sulla says: FCO: All stop :;once again, he thinks::
CSO_FAST says: CO: it just appeared no ID as of yet it's to fare away.
FCO_Charn says: CO: Yes, sir
FCO_Charn says: ::brings the Titan to full stop::
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Way ahead of you sir duel force field
CSO_FAST says: CO: its the USS Repulse
FCO_Charn says: CO: Sir, the Repulse is hailing us
XOspencer says: CSO: Recheck your scans now
CIVJappic says: *SO* They have strong minds. Possibly the strongest in the Universe.
CMO_Cerbe says: XO: When you have a moment sir, I would like a quite word..
TAC_Morga says: CO: Looks to be USS Repulse, Excelsior. They are hailing. Frequency open sir.
CEO_Gabel says: EO: good thinking
FCO_Charn says: CO: Opening comm
CO-Sulla says: CSO: Continue to scan and observe. CEO/XO: Can you recover the old core?
CSO_FAST says: CO: an Excelsior class ship
EO_Shevat says: ::nods in agreement at CEO's response::
CO-Sulla says: COM: Repulse: Hello, this is the Titan
XOspencer says: CMO: Yes that will be fine........ ::looks at him knowing what this is about::
CSO_FAST says: CO: yes sir
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* yes, but I would let the anti-matter dissipate for a little longer
SO_Loren says: *CIV* Thank you. Any further suggestions?
CO-Sulla says: *CEO* very well
TAC_Morga says: ::scans ship, maintains weapons at standby just in case::
XOspencer says: TO: Scan every inch of that ...ship.. every dang inch Verify...
CIVJappic says: *SO* No, that is all the information I gathered.
Host Repulse says: *Sulla*: Captain Sulla, this is Captain Richards of the Repulse. It's good to see you. Starfleet has been very concerned.
CO-Sulla says: XO: Work with the CEO to recover the core--use whatever manpower necessary
EO_Shevat says: ::looks worried at the design and adds another force field::
TAC_Morga says: XO: Doing so...Everything checking out.
FCO_Charn says: ::wonders if this is another trick of Fizer's::
CIVJappic says: *MO* Would you like to join me at 10 Forward?
XOspencer says: CO: Yes sir.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Sir whatever you do I feel you should not return the original warp core
XOspencer says: ::looks at the TO:: TO : scan for those blasted mites as well
TAC_Morga says: CO: So far they appear to be who they appear to be, but so did the Wisconsin. However the Repulse is on record at least.
MOChiba says: *CIV* apologies, but I must decline...I'm sort of in the middle of something.. a rain check perhaps?
CO-Sulla says: *Richards* Concerned? We ARE on distant patrol--has something happened?
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Let a ship tow us
CEO_Gabel says: EO: Explain
CIVJappic says: *MO* Ok.
CO-Sulla says: TO: Noted
XOspencer says: *CEO* Are you ready to start recovery of the warp core?
Host Repulse says: *Sulla*: You have been out of contact for five week, Captain. Are you unaware of this?
SO_Loren says: *CSO* The holocore is registering as online, but not producing power.
MOChiba says: ::resumes her letter-writing to everyone back home::
FCO_Charn says: Self: Five weeks?
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Well I feel that the core was not affected by that wizard but was a natural reaction to the particles I found
CEO_Gabel says: the warp core is operational but we are not getting any thrust
CIVJappic says: ::Had forgotten about his Kanar so he takes a sip of it::
CSO_FAST says: :*SO* okay,
XOspencer says: FCO: Can you man a shuttle for us to recover the core?
CO-Sulla says: *Richards* Yes, I am--but then you won't believe what we have been through :;sighs::
TAC_Morga says: ::thinks Five weeks?!::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: Why are we not getting thrust
FCO_Charn says: XO: Yes, sir, sure I can
CSO_FAST says: ::five weeks what a book this will make.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus walks over to Morgan at the tactical station::
CO-Sulla says: ::five weeks--figures::
EO_Shevat says: CEO: I am not sure
TAC_Morga says: ::looks up at CMO, gives a little nod::
XOspencer says: CSO: take the flight control.
CSO_FAST says: XO: yes sir.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: it might be force field interference
CEO_Gabel says: EO: take it off-line we are wasting anti-matter
TAC_Morga says: CO: Sir, should we stand down from Red alert?
CMO_Cerbe says: TO: How are we feeling today Morgan?
CIVJappic says: Self: This is good stuff. But not as good as genuine.
Host Repulse says: *Sulla*: I'm sure you will have an interesting report to file, Captain. For now, we are here to relieve you. May we assist you?
FCO_Charn says: ::stands to let his console to Nova:: CSO: here you are... all yours
XOspencer says: FCO: Lets go..
EO_Shevat says: CEO: I will take two of three force fields off
FCO_Charn says: ::nods at CMO and follows the XO::
CEO_Gabel says: *CO* the warp core is now off-line again, un-expected problems
TAC_Morga says: CMO: Oh fine, Moras, thanks for asking.
CSO_FAST says: FCO: thanks. I love this,
CSO_FAST says: ::siys.::
FCO_Charn says: ::smiles at CSO::
CEO_Gabel says: *XO* please repeat
TAC_Morga says: ::hopes CMO hasn't found out about his latest incident::
CO-Sulla says: *Richards* We were forced to eject our warp core--please assist us in recovering it and re-installing it, if you would be so kind. *CEO* Acknowledged
CSO_FAST says: FCO: what I majored in this not SCI
CMO_Cerbe says: TO: Been using the holodeck lately?
XOspencer says: ::looks warily at the viewer:: TO: Verified yet?
FCO_Charn says: CSO: How funny... We are all in different posts than our original majors...
XOspencer says: *CEO* Sorry Gabel.. are you ready to recover the core?
TAC_Morga says: XO: Aye sir, she's the Repulse, or at least we can't tell the difference
CSO_FAST says: FCO: ya guess so.
EO_Shevat says: CEO: Still I don't think we should recover the core
CIVJappic says: ::Looks at the painting he is currently working on::
CEO_Gabel says: *XO* Yes, meet me in shuttle bay 2??
TAC_Morga says: CMO: Holodeck? Well maybe once or twice:
Host Repulse says: *Sulla*: We'd be happy to, Captain. We are making arrangements as we speak.
XOspencer says: *CEO* Yes.. ::turning to the CO: I think we should recover this ourselves sir.
CMO_Cerbe says: ::Cerberus just smiles, then walks away....::
FCO_Charn says: ::looks at XO:: shall we go?
CO-Sulla says: *Richards* Acknowledged... and thank you ::boy, I am never going to live this down::
SO_Loren says: *Computer* Last known whereabouts of the USS Repulse?
CIVJappic says: ::Wonders what he should add to his painting::
CEO_Gabel says: EO: your in charge keep the force fields active
Host Repulse says: <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END ANOTHER GLORIOUS TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.
Host Repulse says: <<<<<<<<<<<<<<,FOR REAL THIS TIME>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.
Host Repulse says: <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..


